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40Geo turns IoT APIs into location 
based intelligence



Everything is 
awesome...

API

Application Programming Interface (API):

● Rosetta Stone between disparate systems
● Connects systems through code
● Analogous to the stud or knob of a lego brick



“What makes the IoT a disruptive technology is that it 
dramatically increases productivity without compromising 
the ecological relationships that govern the planet. 

Using less of the Earth’s resources more efficiently and 
productively are defining features of the emerging 
economic paradigm [Industry 4.0].”

— jeremy rifkin





geospatial analytics 
delivering Knowledge as a 

Service

What we do:



tremendous granularity at massive 
scale

Why we do it:



leveraging the geospatial cambrian 
explosion

How we do it:



The Cambrian Explosion





The Geospatial Cambrian Explosion





An explosion of (leads to):

● sensors, leads to
● bandwidth, leads to
● data, leads to
● big data needs, and in turn,  capabilities, leads to
● needs for elastic, scalable cloud computing, leads to 
● ML/AI to make sense of the big data, leads to
● open source software to address the speed and complexity of the 

ecosystem evolving, leads to
● derived products addressing real world problems, leads to
● knowledge and ultimately a better planet for you and I :)



A device which detects or 
measures a physical property 
and records, indicates, or 
otherwise responds to it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the broadest definition, a sensor is a device, module, or subsystem whose purpose is to detect events or changes in its environment and send the information to other electronics, frequently a computer processor. A sensor is always used with other electronics



Edge computing is a way to 
streamline the flow of traffic 
from IoT devices and provide 
real-time local data analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Real-time Safety monitoring is of the utmost importance for critical infrastructure and utilities like oil and gas. With this safety and reliability in mind, many cutting edge IoT monitoring devices are still being developed in order to safeguard critical machinery and systems against disaster.Modern advanced machinery uses Internet of Things sensory devices for temperature, humidity, pressure, sound, moisture and radiation. Together with the broad vision capabilities of internet protocol enabled cameras (IP cameras) and other technologies, this produces an enormous and continuous amount of data that is then combined and analyzed to provide key insights that can reliably evaluate the health of any running system.Computing resources at the edge allow data to be analyzed, processed and delivered to end-users in real-time. Enabling control centers with access to the data as it occurs, foreseeing and preventing malfunctions in the most optimized timely manner.This is the most practical solution, as time is of the essence in these critical systems. This rings most true when dealing with critical infrastructure such as oil, gas and other energy services, any failures within certain tend to be catastrophic in nature and should always be maintained with utmost precaution and safety procedures.





● Permission-less  Innovation
● Innovation through Integration
● Far higher levels of experimentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But for many companies driving open source, the software is no longer their business differentiator, even though it may have been in the past. Netflix is a good example: when Netflix was figuring out how to stream video content, their competitive advantage was the technical know-how to make that work at scale. Now, though, many other companies have figured out how to stream, and it’s a commodity capability.Partly as a result of that shift, the real business differentiator for Netflix now comes from its licensing deals and content creation strategy. Certainly, being technically forward-looking is integral to the business (which is why they must continue to attract and retain top tech talent), but the real competitive advantage for the enterprise has moved beyond software.



Uber H3
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But for many companies driving open source, the software is no longer their business differentiator, even though it may have been in the past. Netflix is a good example: when Netflix was figuring out how to stream video content, their competitive advantage was the technical know-how to make that work at scale. Now, though, many other companies have figured out how to stream, and it’s a commodity capability.Partly as a result of that shift, the real business differentiator for Netflix now comes from its licensing deals and content creation strategy. Certainly, being technically forward-looking is integral to the business (which is why they must continue to attract and retain top tech talent), but the real competitive advantage for the enterprise has moved beyond software.
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Machine can Machine cannot

Forecast Create something new

Memorize Get smart really fast

Reproduce Go beyond their task

Choose best item Kill all humans

source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Artificial intelligence is the name of a whole knowledge field, similar to biology or chemistry.Machine Learning is a part of artificial intelligence. An important part, but not the only one.Neural Networks are one of machine learning types. A popular one, but there are other good guys in the class.Deep Learning is a modern method of building, training, and using neural networks. Basically, it's a new architecture. Nowadays in practice, no one separates deep learning from the "ordinary networks". We even use the same libraries for them. To not look like a dumbass, it's better just name the type of network and avoid buzzwords.

https://vas3k.com/blog/machine_learning/






Geospatial IoT Case Study: AIS

● Automatic Identification System (AIS)
● Designed to be a collision avoidance system for large vessels
● Sensor and attribute about the vessel data is broadcast over unencrypted 

VHF radio waves
○ GPS
○ Gyrocompass
○ (name, callsign, unique id, length, width, draught, flag, type)

● Although originally designed for safety, AIS has fueled a connected  shipping 
industry that is now worth over $7 Billion annually 



AIS



Actors



Common Operating Picture





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Raptor Geo-IoT services inside of esri’s Operations Dashboard in ArcGIS Online. This shows geofence and realtime vessel capabilties at the Port of Aberdeen. The AIS vessel information is provided by Spire (spire.com)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a feature service displays around 1.5 billion AIS point in aggregate for the first quarter of 2019. The points represent, simply, the total count of the number of vessel movements recorded in the area, based on the geohash.org public domain geocoding system. For more information on the how the data is specifically aggregated, stored and pushed to this format please contact info@40geo.com. This is spire AIS (spire.com) historical data within esri’s ArcGIS Online
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Common Operating 
Picture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many personnel are currently in sector 7G?What is the closest offshore supply ship with crane capabilities?What vessels are on course to enter our 1000m exclusion zone?Where are all of the medical vehicles in our area of operations?



Remote 
Monitoring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What vehicles have come and gone at my facility over the last 6 months, how often did they come back and where did they go to?What is the total time utilization at a specific birth at my port? What about all births?What aircraft have landed at our offshore platforms over the last week, what was the total human capacity percentage on board?  What other platforms did it visit?What is the real time pressure readings at all of my pipeline compressor stations?



Remote 
Monitoring 
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Supply Chain 
Optimization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is our fleet of vehicles performing above or below expectations?When is the best time to perform offshore operations given current and forecasted metocean conditions?Are there opportunities to ride share on supply vessels given historical vessel patterns?



Supply Chain Optimization
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Competitive 
Intelligence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where are my competitors focusing resources?What commercial activity has been going on around my assets?How do the effects of this hurricane effect global crude oil prices?How many well pads were initiated this week?What is the vessel traffic density for the last 12 months around my proposed pipeline route?



Exception Based 
Surveillance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do our valves need replaced, are they showing signs of distress?Is our pipeline pressure running above or below the average for the last week, month, year?Is this current sensor reading within the acceptable range given its historical averages for the same time of day, month year?Notify me when the number of personnel in sector 7G surpasses the weekly average for the last 6 months



So, how best to get started? 

First step, say out loud “The technology is the easy part” Then use the 
following guide :) 

● State the challenge and work backwards
● Data Access  >  Data Ownership (there’s an API for that)
● The second mouse gets the cheese
● Presentation matters
● Ignore the shiny toy in the box
● Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication
● Perfection is the enemy of progress



“If you can't explain it simply, you 
don't understand it well enough.”
-Albert Einstein

Questions?





40Geo is a products and consulting company focused on the integration of geospatial 
technologies into enterprise wide systems.  Our leadership has been designing, 
developing and delivering world class geospatial solutions for 20 years in a wide variety 
of industries.

Better. Faster. Simpler.

What if it all just worked? Our ethos can be summed up in three words: better, faster, 
simpler.  Industries are not immune to the fundamental digital transformation our world 
is currently going through.  Our goal is to make that journey as seamless as possible for 
our clients and to help them reach their full digital potential.
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